Have your food service enterprise under total control

LS First Hospitality is a comprehensive software solution seamlessly integrated with Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Operations. This all-in-one management system covers your business from front-of-house to operations, helping you gain total control, increase your efficiency and grow to your full potential.

LS First Hospitality
The all-in-one system that connects front and back of house operations in restaurants. Powered by Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Operations.

LS First Hospitality is a comprehensive software solution seamlessly integrated with Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Operations. This all-in-one management system covers your business from front-of-house to operations, helping you gain total control, increase your efficiency and grow to your full potential.

Increase your efficiency with:

- Centralized management of menus, recipes, deals and POS terminals
- Inventory and production management
- Mobile loyalty and ordering app
- Versatile Point of Sale
- Kitchen management and display system

LS First Hospitality will help you:

- Cut IT costs and improve efficiency
- Increase revenue with the suggestive selling functionality on POS terminals
- Improve operational efficiency, as all POS terminals are centrally managed
- Satisfy your customers with faster and more accurate order-taking
- Reduce your overhead by decreasing waste and optimizing inventory levels
- Gain a 360° overview of the business with the powerful BI solutions
- Reward your customers across the channels
- Expand to your full potential, as the software is built for growth
Fast and precise customer service
Make your customers happy and increase your revenue

LS First Hospitality helps you satisfy your customers, gaining their loyalty and returning business. Offer superior customer service through:

- Menu browsing and ordering through the app
- Omni-channel loyalty programs
- Quick order-taking and payment at POS
- Direct transfer of orders to the kitchen, accurately and efficiently
- Up-selling and cross-selling suggestions at POS, to offer your clients even more options
- Accurate nutritional and allergen info at POS

Power and efficiency
Achieve control with centralized management

Manage your whole business – from POS terminals, to kitchen monitors, to staff - from headquarters as the system instantly replicates your business data across the organization. Use LS First Hospitality’s powerful modules to:

- Get a real-time overview on inventory, POS terminals and staff across your whole organization and channels
- Customize the POS interface for all your outlets to fit your needs
- Update prices, menus, meal deals and food information for all your channels from headquarters
- Gain powerful insights into your business with a host of reports and Business Intelligence

Full control of production and inventory
Optimize your stock and processes management

Whether you are pre-producing at a central facility and distributing to your restaurants, or making to order – or both, LS First Hospitality will give you a holistic view of your inventory processes. Track inventory transactions and production costs, and make sure that your production processes are efficient. The system will help you increase your margins through waste reduction and effective purchase of ingredients.

Dynamic and versatile
Experience the power of Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Operations

LS First Hospitality is available as an extension for Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Operations, a comprehensive Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) solution that delivers value across the enterprise. Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Operations is a cloud-based management solution that gives organizations greater agility, flexibility and better control of financials. The system also guarantees pervasive interoperability with other Microsoft solutions.
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